After School Science & Engineering Classes

6 sessions ~ 4:00-5:30 pm

Spring 2017 (see dates below)

Hands-on explorations taught by Michigan Tech engineering & science students at MTU’s Great Lakes Research Center (Rm.104)

Gr. 1-2 Science Explorers  Register by Wed, March 15
WEDNESDAYS, March 15 - April 26

Hannah Cunningham, Instructor
Students will participate in fun physical science and chemistry activities, including observations & comparisons, sound vibration, frequency & pitch, characteristics of objects, forces, matter and density. They will identify mystery powders, make their own secret formulas, experiment with magnetic attraction and strength, and engineer a method for separating mixtures.

Gr. 3-5 Science & Art  Register by Monday, April 10th
THURSDAYS, April 13 - May 18

Erika Vye, Instructor
From taking walks and looking for patterns in nature, to making musical instruments that create many different sounds, science is intertwined with art. We’ll explore how in this fun and creative class.

Cost: $75/student
Pay by credit card by calling MTU Cashier 487-2247
(Your space is not reserved until payment has been received.)
To register online: www.wupcenter.mtu.edu

Questions? Call 487-3341 or email: jchadde@mtu.edu
Note: Houghton school bus will drop off students at MTU by 3:45 pm